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DR Roofing are the leading Building Company in Lymm
For extensions through to property repairs

Dr Roofing also specialise in building service as well, being one of the best building companies
in the Lymm area, we can guarantee that all work carried out will be done to the highest
standard.

We offer you a free no obligation quote for any work you want carrying out. Our team of building
experts are specialists in property extension, new builds and repairs, so we are able to carry out
any work specific to your requirements.

So if you are wanting to add an extension on to the property, whether you are wanting to add
value, have a new member of the family on the way so need more room or struggling to sell
your property so your choosing to improve to it rather than move don't hesitate to give Dr
Roofing a call as we are Lymms building experts.

Don't let the name Dr Roofing fool you as we are also a first class building company around
Lymm, specialising in property repair and maintenance, our specialist team can apply their
rivalled knowledge and experience into everything that can be put in the property maintenance
sector, this can range from having a wall or room re-plastered, rewiring of a house or fully
re-designing the interior of a property, we are the company for you. We make sure that we use
only the best equipment and techniques available to the building trade to ensure that we are
supplying you with the highest standard of work possible and we can guarantee that your
building work will be carried out in a completely efficient, reliable and professional manner.
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So for a fantastic building company in the Lymm area and to get your free, no obligation
quotation give us a call.
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